Program Planning—A Look at One of the Caller’s
Jobs
by Colin Hume
How do you plan a program? What dances do you want to fit in, which do you put where, how
do you keep your program flexible? Som e of this is a matter of personal taste. I like a good m ixture:
some easier, some harder; some well known, some unknown; some Playford type, some American
squares and contras, some English traditional, and using various formations. I know that in the
States it’s unusual to mix English and American dances in the same evening, and in some ways that
makes program planning harder— you have to achieve variety while selecting from a much smaller
range of styles.
I do a harder program than many callers and not so m any well known dances— that’s my
approach, and I’m certainly not saying you should do the same. I keep a list for each place I call, and
write down what I did, so that I don’t end up with the same program the next time I call there. You
can put other information on the list— how to get to the hall, the fact that they like well known
dances and you had trouble with anything unusual, or they’re elderly and don’t want anything too
violent, or they always have lots of new people, or even “Don’t call there again!”
M y approach to program planning has changed radically over the last few years, but let me
start by telling you how I used to do it.
When I’m preparing my program I go through my dance index and pull out about twice as
many cards as I think I’ll need. That takes a long time— I have a lot of dances in my case. Then I put
them into some sort of order. Start with something not too energetic or difficult, just to get the feet
and brains moving. A longways is a good idea— people can join on the end as they arrive. If you’re
using live music, it also gives the band or musician a chance to settle down— don’t throw an awkward
tune at them in the first two dances. Keep it varied— don’t do two very slow dances together, or two
very fast. Include some mixers— though that’s not so important in the States where people change
partners after every dance. Finish the first half with something lively— they have the interval to
recover in. Finish the evening with something not too difficult— you don’t want them going hom e
remembering that they couldn’t do the last dance.
Put the other cards at the end of the pile as extras. Now put the program away— com e back
to it tomorrow and have another look. Is it really well balanced? Are there a couple of similar dances
close together? Are there two difficult dances next to each other?
I plan a program for every dance I do, but I’m always prepared to change it, or scrap it
completely, if I have to. Don’t feel you have to stick rigidly to the list: swot up on your extras as well,
then you can slot them in at any point. Fried Herman teaches her apprentice callers to prepare three
dances for each slot in the program— easy, moderate and difficult— so that they can pick one each
time depending on how things are going. I would find this an awful lot of work, particularly if you’re
using recorded music, and perhaps not fair on the band if you’re using live music, but that’s her
approach.
If you’re working with a band, give them a list a few weeks before, unless you’re very sure of
them or it’s a barn dance (one night stand) or a contra dance. Even then you need to check on “own
tunes” (they may never have come across Blaydon Races or Chorus Jig) and the keys they use for any
singing calls. If you’re not a musician, you need to find someone who can work out what key you sing
these in and write it on the card.
Make sure the music suits their style. At the sam e time ask if they have any favorites—
they’re playing what you want all evening, so it’s a good idea to find out their preferences. They are
likely to play their favorites well. Find out whether they have a recent recording; if so, call a couple
of dances from that.
I said that my approach had changed over the last few years. That’s because I’ve written a
computer program called Dance Organiser (“Organizer” to you) which replaces all the lists and does

much m ore. The process started with m e printing out lists of dances in each style and format, so that
I could quickly find a three couple Playford-style dance or a longways American-style dance. It also
gave me a way of recording how many times I had called each dance, though every so often I had to
update a list, print it out and copy all the numbers across. For many years I resisted putting the
dance instructions onto the computer; I even wrote to the CDSS News in reply to an article about
printing dance instructions, saying it was too much work! Then one year at Sidmouth Festival I lost
my case of cards and had to do the evening dance without them. The case turned up the next day,
but by then I had realized that I needed some kind of backup. Photocopies really weren’t good
enough; I’d have to cut them up and stick them onto cards (or write out the cards again) and I would
have to remem ber to copy the card every tim e I wrote a new one or am ended an old one. So from my
dance lists I set up a database and started typing in the instructions. And once that was all done I
had the wild idea of writing a computer program which would plan my dance programs for m e! I
would give it the sort of rules I’ve outlined above, and then I could just press a button and it would
produce a program for an event, taking into account what sort of event it was and what I had called
before for this group. I knew that this was a major job, and I might never be able to specify what was
required, but I started writing some code— and suddenly I realized that although I m ight never get it
to plan my programs I could at least have something which would record my programs and instantly
tell me which of the dances I had called before for this group. I changed the nam e from “Dance
Generator” to “Dance Organiser” and began to add the necessary functions. Basically there are two
database tables: Events and Dances. “Events” gives all the inform ation I would write on m y
list— organization, date, type of event, fee, contact details and so on. “Dances” gives the information
about each dance in my repertoire: title, collection, format, style and so on, together with the
instructions. And the program links the two together in various ways— I can select and modify a list
of dances for an event, and I can see when and where I have called a particular dance.
So my new approach to program planning works as follows. When I’m booked to call a dance,
I set up a new Event record (starting by duplicating a previous one if I’ve called for this group
before). This means that I can’t lose track of the event— it will tell me if I’m already calling that day,
it will check that a Saturday in two years’ time actually is a Saturday, I can automatically produce a
list of all my bookings to put onto my web site, and it will remind me that I have an event coming up
in a few weeks for which I don’t have a com plete program .
I set up a template for the event: typically eight dances in the first half, a break, eight dances
in the second half, and six extras. There are other templates for a workshop, a weekend and a week.
Then I start to fill these in. The program makes considerable use of filters, to show me just what I
want to see. So in two clicks of the m ouse I can list all the longways dances in tabular form. I can
move down to the Playford section and choose a suitable starting dance. Double-clicking this displays
a full screen of information for this dance: I can check the level, look at the instructions and see how
many times I’ve called it. Clicking the “select” button puts it into the program. Then back to the list
of longways dances and move up to the American section. In England, I usually start with one
Playford longways and one contra, though I realize this approach is looked on with horror by some
dancers.
Now I want a set dance, perhaps a little more complicated than the first two dances. I could
filter on a format of “three couples,” or perhaps filter on a rhythm of “waltz,” or even filter on a level
of “greater than six” to find something more challenging. Or I could filter on “call it” to see a list of
dances that are my current favorites. Or filter on Instructions containing “double figure eight” and
look through all the dances containing this figure to select a suitable one. Or, of course, I could select
a dance by title: just type in the first few letters and then move down the list as required.
As with the manual system, I put it away and look at it again the next day; it’s surprising
what different opinions I then have. And although it’s a long way from being a Dance Generator, at
least I can check the program according to rules I have specified— for instance, that there are one or
two dances in waltz time, that there is at least one dance in traditional English style, that there are
two American squares— you can make the rules to suit yourself, and you don’t have to follow them !
Once I’m satisfied, I can click a button to produce a web page for the program, and email it to the
band so that they can see what music is required.
After the event I update the information to reflect what I actually called, and possibly to add

a note about how the evening went, what to avoid next time, allow more time to find the venue and
so on. When I save the record, the counts of the dances are automatically updated, and if I’m calling
the sam e dance too often I will be reminded of this.
I’m not saying my new approach is perfect, and maybe I should look through the whole list
every so often and select some dances that I really ought to call again. But this way I can just set the
“call it” indicator and be reminded whenever I wish. It also means that if I’m calling several events in
quick succession I don’t need lots of sets of cards at the front of my case— I just get them out before
the event. Eventually I m ay download the information to a hand-held device and not use cards at all!
If you’d like to learn more, you can download a trial version of the program from my web site
— www.colinhum e.com— free of charge.
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